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Right, the next shorter installment of SLA Industries 
Weponry.  Originally in html form on the last incarnation of 
my webpages at http://D-WOLF.net.  Now converted into 
PDF format for the masses.  Also available from 
http://www.the-isg.co.uk 
 
 
 
Name: GAG BlackStone Anti Vehicle & Anti Personnel 
Mines (GAG BS1-2) 
Skill: Demolitions 
Cost:  200 c (Anti Personnel) 
 300 c (Anti Vehicle) 
 
Designed for use on War or non-SLA worlds for maximum 
combat effectiveness and defense for Ops, these rounds 
can also be found in SLAs armories on Mort. The 
BlackStone mine comes in two variants, Anti Vehicle and 
Anti Personnel. both come with an empty fuse chamber, to 
allow for a Passive IR, Pressure, Vibration or Tripwire Fuse 
to be fitted as and when the mine is deployed. The mine 
can be laid on any flat object, buried in up to an inch of 
sand, or fastened to any static object using a magclip or an 
adhesive… 
 
----Passive IRPassive IRPassive IRPassive IR Fuse Fuse Fuse Fuse has a 60 second delay, and then is 
triggered by any warm body of greater than 2 Square 
Metres when in profile to the fuse. 
 
----Pressure FusePressure FusePressure FusePressure Fuse has a similar delay, then is activated by any 
weight greater than 100Kg being placed on the body of the 
mine. 
 
----Tripwire FuseTripwire FuseTripwire FuseTripwire Fuse has a 10 metre monomolecular thread, once 
the thread has been attached to a static object, a button 
on the fuse is pressed to arm it. anything pulling or 
releasing the thread by any more than 3mm either way 
triggers the mine. 
 
----Vibration FusVibration FusVibration FusVibration Fuseeee is a little more unstable, and is only really 
used as an anti personnel device. Anything causing a 
rhythmic vibration within 25 feet of the mine causes 
detonation. of course this distance is lowered depending 
on the surface it is placed on, something like concrete 
limits it's effective trigger range to about 10 feet. 
 

Anti Vehicle :Anti Vehicle :Anti Vehicle :Anti Vehicle : Blast Rating 15, Pen 16 
Primary Blast Radius 6m, Secondary 20m 

 
Anti Personnel :Anti Personnel :Anti Personnel :Anti Personnel : Blast Rating 30, Pen 8 

Primary Blast Radius 12m, Secondary 20m 
 

Name: Scott Pelling Group - Hush Puppy 101    
Skill:    Pistol 
Cost: 300 c 
 
Custom made Integrally Silenced Pistol made for the 8mm 
Long round. compact, and smaller than the 603, the HP101 
comes with a built in Suppressor, Scope and Laser Painter. 
 
The 101 comes with a Ready-to-Eat grip, the Op simply 
places the grip in the microwave for 30 seconds, takes it 
out, slips it onto the pistol, and grips it as normal, and after 
60 seconds, presto, the plastic has moulded itself to the 
users grip. (this reduces wild or snap shot penalty to -1). 
The 101 also comes with a moulded forearm brace instead 
of a stock, to allow for use in enclosed spaces. 
 

CLIP CAL ROF RCL RANGE Weight 
15 8mm 

Long 
1 3 60m 0.4Kg 

 
"That DarkNerd Jerk, he never heard me comin. I only saw 
him for a second, but that's all ya need with a Hush Puppy, 
came and went and his brains was on his buddy's jacket in 
half a sec, his buddy's ? They was already spread on the 
wall..." 
  HK – Contract Killer 
 
 
Name: FEN Gunhead Covert. 
Skill: Pistol 
Cost: 450 c    
    
A Modified FEN Gunhead SMG, enclosed in a fashionable 
Briefcase. 2 stage trigger is enclosed in the carrying grip 
allowing single shot or full auto. Recoil Baffling comes as 
standard to offset the awkward firing position, and to allow 
for a fair burst of fire from the standing position without 
having to raise the case to an unfashionable pose. 
 

CLIP CAL ROF RCL RANGE Weight 
40 10mm 5/1 5/1 10m 3Kg 

 
"Excuse me Mr Brandon, we'd just like to interview you 
about the accusations that SLA have been carrying out 
unwarranted executions of civilians in Suburbia..." 
 
Brrrrrt! 
 
"Completely without substance, i *do* understand.....Perry, 
could you scrape up Mrs Kwono, and make sure you get 
what's left of her microphone, that'll cost us to replace you 
know..." 
 
 
               

http://d-wolf.net/
http://www.the-isg.co.uk/


Name: MAL ARD Anti Armour HypoDerm Round 
Cost:  12.7mm – 30 c 
 17mm – 50 c 
 
This is a highly specialised round made in the 12.7 & 17mm 
calibres. Built around a Tungsten Heavy metal flechette, 
the round has a ceramic AP tip, designed to pierce the 
armour before the heavier tungsten round follows through 
into the target. the flechette has a hollow cavity along it's 
length in which 3mg of any poison and/or chemical payload 
can be stored. the impact of the round deploys this 
chemical into the target. Currently the only source for 
these rounds is MAL's Advanced Research Developments. 
 
 Pen AD Dmg 
12.7mm 8 1 3 
17mm 12 2 4 
 
                   


